
of the factors that had contributed to its erroneous decades-long acceptance as a baseball photo depicting at least
several historical giants. Absent those men, it’s hard to argue with certainty that this is even a baseball photo.
The photo caption in the article read, “Cartwright and five others. They are traditionally identified as fellow
Knickerbockers, but like so much surrounding Cartwright and baseball, this identification is open to question.”
Richard indicated to us that the phrase “..this identification is open to question” was intended to refer only to the
IDs of the other five men as Knickerbockers based on questions raised in an insightful 1997 article by Tom
Shieber1. Richard did not intend to question the Cartwright ID. Our view that Cartwright is not in the photo was
much discussed at length in previous PHC newsletters2,3.
We mentioned these newsletter articles to Richard. He responded as follows, “I recall seeing your Cartwright
argument…I do remember finding it persuasive. I regret that I didn't think of it…as it would have made for a better
caption, playing off the parallel of the photo being mis-ascribed as Cartwright, and Cartwright being mis-ascribed
as the inventor of baseball.”
[1] The Earliest Known Baseball Photograph, Tom Shieber, The National Pastime, #17, 1997, http://research.sabr.org/journals/files/SABR-

National_Pastime-17.pdf
[2] Pictorial History Committee Newsletter Supplement, Oct. 2011, http://sabr.box.com/shared/static/tysgx0z66j8u64tq5rtd.pdf
[3] Pictorial History Committee Newsletter Supplement, Mar. 2012, http://sabr.box.com/shared/static/106f79f134092a683653.pdf
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Response to BRJ Article
We are big fans of the various articles and numerous 19thC committee
email list server postings of Richard Hershberger, a well-respected
researcher and 19thC committee member. He recently authored an
excellent contribution to The Baseball Research Journal entitled The
Creation of the Alexander Cartwright Myth. There was one item that we
would take issue with. It could be viewed as a minor matter as it in no way
affects the thesis of the article. However, from a PHC point of view, this is
more than a minor matter as it involves what would be the most significant
historical baseball photo in existence, if only it was as claimed. No doubt,
the fact that this daguerreotype image was potentially so important is one

http://research.sabr.org/journals/files/SABR-National_Pastime-17.pdf
http://sabr.box.com/shared/static/tysgx0z66j8u64tq5rtd.pdf
http://sabr.box.com/shared/static/106f79f134092a683653.pdf
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So, which Pirate is this guy? Don Stokes noticed that the
player in question has a jersey collar that is dark on the top
and dark underneath (near right, blue arrows). This is unlike
Pit NL jerseys of this period which had collars that were dark
on top, but light underneath (e.g. see c1904 Brickyard
Kennedy photo far right, green arrows). While the HoF
Uniform Database does not show the undersides of collars, a
survey of Pirate photos across the relevant years indicates
that Don is right, the guy on the card is not wearing a Pirate
jersey.
Note also that the collar included a dark ring that extended all
the way around the front (red arrow). Does the Uniform
Database include that detail?

Only one uniform in the database was found that had this “ring
around the neck” feature – Was AL 1907 home (near right). A
1907 team photo confirms this. However, some 1903 photos
of Washington players were also found that clearly had this
feature (as well as over and under dark collars), such as the
image of Bill Coughlin, far right. This is not currently reflected
in the database. So, was the player in question a member of
the Nationals in either 1903 or 1907? Drum roll…………….

Highball and Prunes
Neither a Pirate nor a Chief
A striking set of postcards was issued by the Rose Company
during 1908 and 1909. The cards included Carl Horner
portraits of major leaguers and some minor leaguers, with
about 200 known to be issued. An actual photo was pasted
onto each card within an embossed gold wreath. They are
highly collectible, with examples in VG condition going for
about $4501,2.
The particular card shown just right was labeled Wilson,
Pittsburg, N.L. Given the time of issue for the card combined
with the 1908-1909 Pit NL roster, it has long been presumed
that this was a depiction of Owen “Chief” Wilson.
A problem becomes apparent when we put that portrait side
by side with an actual image of “Chief” Wilson. Clearly these
are two different men.

Kennedy

“Chief” Wilson

Coughlin
1903

Was AL
1907
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The mystery face was familiar, but hard to
place. Scanning through the 1903 Washington
roster the name of pitcher “Highball” Wilson
rang a bell. He had appeared in a Library of
Congress 1902 Phi AL team photo with a face
that was similar to that seen on the Rose
postcard. A better image of him as a member
of Norwich in 1900, near right, confirms the ID
of the man on the postcard as Howard Paul
“Highball” Wilson. (Does the nickname refer to
how he pitched, or what he drank? An open
question for further research.)
Highball’s major league career was short (47
games over 4 years) and, except for a decent
1902 record with the A’s, relatively undistin-

“Highball” Wilson – Norwich 1900 “Highball” Wilson – Was AL 1903

guished, while “Chief” Wilson was a good hitter and a contributor to some great Pirate teams3. However, it was
Highball Wilson who made the Rose Company postcard team.
A Rare Portrait Indeed
The Four Base Hits series of cards comprise a small and obscure set issued in 1887.
The size of the checklist is currently only 14, and the manufacturer of the cards is a
mystery. They are prized by collectors with examples in VG condition typically going for
about $10,0004.
The example shown just right was clearly labeled Van Haltren at the bottom. George
“Rip” Van Haltren was a member of the Chi NL team from 1887 to 1889, and had a
fairly distinguished major league career which ended in 1903, after 10 consecutive years
with the Giants. He hit over .300 in 13 of his 14 seasons. This particular card was offered
for sale at a recent REA auction
This image was thought to be a rare shot of Van Haltren sans mustache. That would
indeed be nice, but this is not Van Haltren.

“Rip” Van Haltren –
1888 Chi NL composite

COURTESY REA AUCTIONS

• Van Haltren had a significantly receded
hairline (at the part) that is not evident on the
head on the card. See light blue rectangles

• It is evident that the top of Van Haltren’s skull
come up short (red dotted line)

• Shapes of skull/forehead are markedly
different – see dark blue rectangles

• Size and angle of ears with respect to the
head is noticeably different – the ear for the
man on the card is more vertical, Van
Haltren’s ear tilts back more (red rectangles)

• lower lips
• contours of the front surface of the

respective chins, with the face on the card
having a distinct deep depression just below
the lower lip (yellow arrow)

Let’s put the real Van Haltren from the 1888 Chi NL team composite next to the face from
the card (both below right). Heeding an excellent suggestion from Dave Grob, former
army intelligence officer and now a well-known baseball memorabilia forensic expert, we
laid a grid over the images. Dave sent us two really nice grid transparencies, but we
were not able to quickly incorporate them into this issue. For now we created the simple grid shown below.
With the heads scaled so that features are vertically aligned (from pupils to base of nose), key differences include:
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This player was not at all familiar. There was no match to be found on either the 1887 or 1888 easy-to-see
Chicago team composites. Perhaps he was even more obscure than Highball Wilson. It turns out that we were
not the first to notice this mis-ID. It had been noted by Lew Lipset in his 1983 Encyclopedia of Baseball Cards,
1983, Vol. 1, 19th century page 58. However, Lew did not know who it was. Could he be a match to one of the
faces seen on the 1886 team photo just below?

[1] “1908-09 PC760 Rose Co. Postcards: Embossed Design on a Green Field,” J. Spillman, Old Cardboard Magazine, Spring 2008, pp. 29-33
[2] http://www.oldcardboard.com/pc/pc760/pc760.asp?cardsetID=916
[3] See Chief Wilson’s SABR bio at http://sabr.org/bioproj/person/ed5711f8
[4] http://www.oldcardboard.com/n/4basehits/4basehits.asp?cardsetID=682
[5] http://bid.robertedwardauctions.com/bidplace.aspx?itemid=30185

George “Prunes” Moolic 
1886 Chi NL team photo

In response to a discussion about the card on the
net54 collectors forum, Peter Nash and John
Thorn independently proposed that the card
depicted one George “Prunes” Moolic, who sits
smack dab in the middle of the above team picture.
Moolic’s only year in the majors was 1886, during
which he hit .143 while appearing in 16 games.
Besides the overall similarity between “Prunes” and
the face on the card, both faces share the same
distinctive depression below the lower lip, and key
points along the hairline. The man on the card is
Moolic. Why the nickname “Prunes?” We don’t
know, but perhaps he was fast moving. In any
case, “Prunes” bumps “Rip” Van Haltren and joins
the likes of a select few, including “Buck” Ewing
and “King” Kelly, on the Four Base Hits checklist.
BTW – After receiving a message from John Thorn, REA added the correct ID to the card description on its
auction site5. In EX60 condition, it subsequently sold for $40,000. What would “Prunes” Moolic think of that?

http://www.oldcardboard.com/pc/pc760/pc760.asp?cardsetID=916
http://sabr.org/bioproj/person/ed5711f8
http://www.oldcardboard.com/n/4basehits/4basehits.asp?cardsetID=682
http://bid.robertedwardauctions.com/bidplace.aspx?itemid=30185
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NYPL Spalding Collection Revisited – Phi NL Team Photos
Back in the March 2013 newsletter we ran an article that addressed numerous misidentified solo (or small group)
shots of players in the NYPL Spalding collection1. A table was created which showed corrections for 77 images.
Here we add to this database as we examine the Philadelphia NL team photos in the collection, most of which
have confusing, missing, and/or some erroneous player IDs.

We’ll start with prints 56473 and 56477
which depict nine members of the Phi NL
club, likely in 1884. The information
provided lists only five names:
Philadelphia Baseball Club, 1884, Mulvey,
Coleman, Farrar, Andrews, Manning with
Harry Wright, Phila, 5-16-84
This is typical as to what is given for
team photos – the number of names may
not match the number of players in the
photo, and there is no indication as to
which men the names correspond.
Thanks to a hi-res scan of the same
image provided by Jay Miller (below), we
can provide most of the IDs.

Joe Mulvey ? John Coleman Charlie Ferguson Sid Farrar

Ed Andrews Bill McLellan Jack Manning? Blondie Purcell

Phi NL 1884

COURTESY OF JAY MILLER

COURTESY OF JAY MILLER

NYPL 56473, 56477
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Photo 56309 depicts 14 members of the 1886 Phi NL club. Photo 56302 is a “hats on” image from the same
session. The information provided simply lists 14 names as follows:
Philadelphia Baseball Club, 1886, McGuire, Wood, Mulvey, Bastian, Cusick, Farrar, Daily, Fogarty, H. Wright,
Andrews, Ferguson, Capt. Irwin, Casey, Clements
There are also lists of names written in pencil on the bottom of both photos. The arrangements of the names are
not quite the same even though the player positions in the two images are identical. Also, it is a bit difficult to
correlate the names with the players. For this one we will provide a clear set of correct IDs.

back: George Wood - Joe Mulvey - Charlie Bastian - Tony Cusick - Sid Farrar
mid: Deacon McGuire - Jim Fogarty - Ed Andrews - Charlie Ferguson - Jack Clements

front: Ed Daily - Harry Wright - Arthur Irwin - Dan Casey

The collection includes eleven prints of the very same image (following page) depicting 13 members of the 1887
team (56277, 56279, 56281, 56284, 56285, 56287, 56289, 56291, 56293, 56303, 56307). The information
provided lists 13 names with no way to match the names to the players:
Philadelphia Baseball Club, 1887, Capt. Irwin, Maul, McGuire, Wood, Fogarty, Ferguson, Buffinton, Farrar,
Gunning, H. Wright, Clements, Bastian, Mulvey

One of these prints, example 56307, has 12 names written in pencil at the bottom of the print. Besides the
missing name (George Wood), a few others names are either confusingly placed or in error. The full set of
correct IDs is shown below the photo.

Phi NL 1886

NYPL 56309
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back: Arthur Irwin, AL Maul, Deacon McGuire, George Wood, Jim Fogarty, Charlie Ferguson
mid: Sid Farrar, Tom Gunning, Harry Wright, Jack Clements, Charlie Buffinton

front: Charlie Bastian, Joe Mulvey

NYPL 56259 depicts 18 members of the 1887 team. The information provided lists 17 names in an order that
matches the photo but omits Deacon McGuire:
Philadelphia Baseball Club, 1887, Devlin, Gibson, Wood, Casey, Buffinton, Maul, Ferguson, Mulvey, Andrews,
Gunning, Farrar, McLaughlin, H. Wright, Clements, Lyons, Fogarty, Capt. Irwin
There are only 16 names written in pencil at the bottom of the print. The full set of 18 correct IDs is shown below
the photo.

back: Jim Devlin-Whitey Gibson-George Wood-Dan Casey-Charlie Buffington-Al Maul-Charlie Ferguson-Joe Mulvey-Ed Andrews
front: Tom Gunning-Sid Farrar-Barney McLaughlin-Deacon McGuire-H. Wright-Jack Clements-Harry Lyons-Jim Fogarty-Arthur Irwin

Phi NL 1887

Phi NL 1887

NYPL 56307

NYPL 56259
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back: Charlie Reilly, Sam Thompson, Harry Wright, Roger Connor, Bill Hallman
front: Bob Allen, Ed Delahanty, Gus Weyhing, Jack Clements, Tim Keefe, Lave Cross, Billy Hamilton

seated on floor: Kid Carsey

NYPL 56323 and 56551 depict 13 members of the 1892 Phi NL club. The information provided lists 13 names:
Allen, Reilly, Thompson, Harry Wright, Connor, Hallman, Hamilton, Delahanty, Clements, Keefe, Cross, Weyhing,
Carsey. These 13 are all present, but the ordering is confusing and in any case Weyhing should be listed between
Delahanty and Clements.
There are 13 names written in pencil at the bottom of the 56551. They seem to be correct but they are hard to read.
The full set of correct IDs is shown below the photo.

Phi NL 1892

NYPL 56551

NYPL 56305 is shown below. The IDs present no problem as they are correctly printed on the item in a row by row
manner. However the photo is undated. The presence of Barney McLaughlin yields a likely date of 1887.

Phi NL 1887 NYPL 56305
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NYPL 56621 is perhaps the most interesting of the lot. It is simply listed as “Philadelphia” with no IDs and no date.
NYPL 56621

Fortunately Scott Brandon found a woodcut of this image in The Sporting Life of 4-5-1890. The woodcut
provides a date of 1890 and also a correct set of IDs. The photo appears again on the following page with easy
to follow numbered IDs.
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NYPL 56621

1-Pop Shriver 2-Jack Clements 3-Billy Hamilton 4-Sam Thompson 5-Harry Wright 6-Al Myers 7-Harry Decker 8-
Al McCauley 9-Phenomenal Smith 10-Bill Gray 11-Ed Mayer 12-Tom Vickery 13-Dave Anderson 14-Bob Allen
15-Eddie Burke 16-Bill Day 17-Kid Gleason 18-Ed Delahanty

Phi NL 1890

back: Phenomenal Smith-Billy Hamilton-Dave Anderson-unknown-Bill Gray-Ed Mayer-Eddie Burke-Bill Day
middle: Al Myers-Harry Decker-Tom Vickery-Al McCauley-Harry Wright-Sam Thompson-Bob Allen-Jack Clements-Pop Schriver

front: Kid Gleason

Though it isn’t part of the Spalding collection, the 1890 Phi NL photo below is worth noting at this time. This one
resides at the Hall of Fame. All the players in the above photo are present except for Ed Delahanty. The readable
handwritten IDs at the bottom are correct though a bit hard to follow. There is one that is not legible (outlined in
red), and it unfortunately happens to correspond to only face we cannot identify. Row by row IDs are shown at the
bottom of the page. N
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Just below we have reproduced the table of NYPL Spalding collection photo description corrections previously
published. On the following page we add the items discussed in this article.

NYPL SPALDING Cat. # NYPL ID Corrected ID Justification

55831, 55834, 55835, 55839, 55841 George Pinkney Cupid Childs OJ cards with face comparison

55829 George Pinkney Bill Hallman OJ card with face comparison

56031, 56027, 56029, 56063 unidentified Bill Hallman OJ cards with face comparison

56671, 56695, 56681 Charlie Ferguson Jim Tyng OJ cards and face comparison

56832 Charlie Kelly Deacon McGuire OJ card with face comparison

56818, 56823, 56825, 56820, 56828 Deacon McGuire Charlie Kelly OJ cards with face comparison

56075 unidentified Charlie Buffinton OJ card with face comparison

55853 Jack Rowe Dave Rowe face comparison

55731 Tommy Corcoran Larry Corcoran face comparison

55702 George Brynan George Bignell face comparison*

55700 George Brynan Tod Brynan OJ card with face comparison*
56842 McVey catcher Not Cal McVey face comparison

55716, 55717 Charlie Bastian & Denny 
Lyons

Charlie Bastian & 
Harry Lyons face comparison

56801, 56804 Denny Lyons Harry Lyons face comparison

55984, 55955 unidentified Charlie Bastian OJ cards with face comparison

55991, 55994 unidentified Charlie Bastian face comparison

55973, 55975, 55977, 55979, 55981 unidentified Ed Andrews OJ cards with face comparison

55997, 55999, 56011, 55989 unidentified Pop Schriver OJ cards with face comparison

56789, 56067 Harry Lyons, unidentified Jim Devlin Face comparison

56007, 56015, 56017, 56023, 56025 unidentified Buster Hoover OJ cards with face comparison

56022 unidentified Buster Hoover & 
Ed Andrews OJ card with face comparison

56001, 56003, 56005, 56009 , 56013 unidentified John Michael Henry OJ cards with face comparison

56053, 56055, 56058. 56059, 56061 William Hay Gid Gardner OJ cards with face comparison

56071, 56071 unidentified Tom Gunning face comparison

55723 Ed Andrews not Ed Andrews face comparison

56092 unidentified Ross Barnes face comparison

56093 unidentified Dave Birdsall face comparison

56095 unidentified Frank Barrows face comparison

56097 unidentified Sam Jackson face comparison

55957 unidentified Al Myers face comparison

55951 unidentified Ed Mayer face comparison

56070 unidentified Sid Farrar face comparison

56769 Hewes Bill Hawes face comparison

55900, 55901, 55931 unidentified Crossley/Hammond “Grand Match” tickets***

56533, 56555 unidentified the Newhall brothers Harper’s Weekly woodcut

55913 unidentified John Lilywhite Face comparison**
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NYPL SPALDING Cat. # NYPL IDs Corrected IDs Justification

56473, 56477 Phila. 1884, 5 player names 
listed

7 of the 9 players 
identified comparison with other photos

56302, 56309
Philadelphia 1886

14 names listed – but order 
does not match photo

all players identified comparison with other photos

56277, 56279, 56281, 56284, 
56285, 56287, 56289, 56291, 

56293, 56303, 56307

Philadelphia 1887
13 names listed – but order 

does not match photo
all players identified comparison with other photos

56259
Philadelphia 1887
17 names listed –

one missing

all 18 players 
identified comparison with other photos

56551
Philadelphia 1892

13 names listed – but order 
does not match photo

all players identified comparison with other photos

56305 Philadelphia (undated)
correct IDs on photo Phi NL 1887 roster check

56621 Philadelphia
(undated, no IDs)

Phi NL 1890
all players identified

newspaper woodcut, verified 
with other photos

Other team photos in the collection will be addressed in future articles.

[1] Pictorial History Committee Newsletter, Mar., 2013, http://sabr.box.com/shared/static/55x2dknyy5xd1jbmc6ln.pdf

Another Spalding Collection
This agglomeration of players from various teams wore Spalding jerseys, but they were known as the
McCormicks after their manager, Jim McCormick. They played in the 1912 California Winter League. IDs are
provided below. The names in bold font indicate time in the majors. An * indicates first name unknown.

back: Bill Goodman, Chet Chadbourne, Bert Whaling, Charlie Chech, Bill Tozer
middle: Dr. Finley (trainer), Roy Castleton, Carl Lewis, Jim McCormick (Mgr.), Kelly*, Thomas*

front: Elmer Rieger, Red Killefer, Billy (Wilfred Henry) Page
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http://sabr.box.com/shared/static/55x2dknyy5xd1jbmc6ln.pdf
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1910 White Sox at the Royal Gorge
The March 10, 1910 San Francisco Call provided some
“dope” on the White Sox’ spring west coast tour, “The
long overdue White Sox special arrived last night with
Comiskey and the No. 1 squad of the team, friends,
and a number of newspaper representatives….The
Chicago team traveled in its usual princely style…The
White Sox special was one of the finest trains that ever
traveled out of the Rock Island depot in Chicago…four
Pullman sleepers, library, observation car, smoking
car, buffet and everything else that was necessary to
outfit a luxurious train.” The entourage included
Comiskey, Ban Johnson, writers Hugh Fullerton and J.
E. Sanborn, plus wives and kids of some members of
the party. Players listed in the article were Rollie
Zeider, Chick Gandil, Lena Blackburn, Billy Purtell,
Chet Waite, Yip Owen , Bruno Block, Fred Olmstead,

Frank Lange, Ed Walsh, Jim Scott, Harry Suter, and
Frank Smith.
There are three photos of the train and passengers that
can be seen on the Denver Public Library site1. At least
two of these had been made into postcards. As far as
we know, theses images have never appeared with
player IDs. We will focus on one of the photos (below)
which provides a shot that is tight enough to give a
good view of the faces. Most of the faces were not hard
to identify, while some proved to be quite difficult.
The caption for this photo at DPL reads, “Men, women,
children, and the Chicago White Sox pose by a Denver
and Rio Grande passenger car and the Arkansas River
at Hanging Bridge, in the Royal Gorge, Fremont
County, Colorado.” It is dated February 27, 1910.

The effort to identify as many faces as possible was kicked
off by a thread posted on the net54 collectors forum2. Along
with the efforts of the PHC co-chair, PHC member Don
Stokes made a substantial contribution. We’ll start with Billy
Purtell and Billy Sullivan, shown right.
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This group of four includes Willis Cole, top left, and across
the bottom Fred Olmstead, Hugh Fullerton, and a still
unknown passenger.

Cole is not frequently seen and
was identified with the aid of two
exemplars that were found (center,
with Erie 1908 and far right with
the White Sox).

The players in uniform below are from left to right, Warren Gill, John Schmirler, Frank Smith, Frank Lange, Cuke
Barrows and Irv Young far right holding a baby. The lady gazing at Smith remains unknown.

The face belonging to John Schmirler was particularly difficult
to identify. Don Stokes noticed the name Schmirler listed as a
White Sox pitcher in a box score for one of the tour games
played against Oakland PCL. He found a photo of career
minor leaguer John Schmirler with the 1909 Duluth White Sox
(far right), confirming that he was the man in question.

Warren Gill John Schmirler Frank Smith Frank Lange Cuke Barrows Irv Young

John Schmirler

Willis Cole
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The fellow in civvies at the very top left
could be a player, but we cannot yet
identify him. For those in uniform, the
group includes Yip Owen standing at
left, and seated Jesse Tannehill, Freddy
Parent, and…well who is that guy
seated far right?

Career minor leaguer Waite was identified by comparison to his
1907 Springfield Connecticut State League photo, far right.

Here we have Harry Suter, Chet Waite
and Ed Hahn.

Art Kruger

Don found a photo collage in the
March 20, 1910 Chicago
Examiner that depicted five Sox
prospects. Of the five, only Art
Kruger was shown with a face
large enough to be seen. Kruger
never played in the majors and
his only pro ball of record
occurred with the Lincoln Rail-
splitters of the Western League in
1910. That is about as obscure as
one could be, but he is our man.
(He should not be confused with
Arthur Theodore Kruger whose
MLB career spanned 1907-1914.)

Chet Waite
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Charlie Comiskey and Lena Blackburne are easily picked out above and below the ladies,
respectively.

The large grouping below is best handled with numbers. Skipping 1 and 2 for the moment,
we have:
3-Shano Collins, 4-?, 5-Bruno Block, 6-Hugh Duffy, 7-Fred Payne, 8-Rollie Zeider, 9- Bobby
Messenger, 10-Ed Walsh

1

2
3

4

5
6

7 8 9

10

There were PCL players on the train, and we expect they
might be present in the photo wearing civvies. Face #1
clearly belongs to Walter Carlisle, pictured below right as a
member of the Vernon Tigers. Face #4 remains unknown.

1
2

With some help from the ears, we are sure that
face #2, partially obscured by the top of
Carlisle’s head, belongs to Johnny Beal.

Walter Carlisle Johnny Beal
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Here is a numbered summary over the entire image showing all the names we know.

2
1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15

16

17 18

19

26

20

21

22

23

24

27

25

1-Billy Purtell 2-Billy Sullivan 3-Willis Cole 4-Fred Olmstead 5-Hugh Fullerton 6-Warren Gill 7-John Schmirler 8-
Frank Smith 9-Frank Lange 10- Cuke Barrows 11-Irv Young 12-Lena Blackburne 13-Yip Owen 14-Harry Sutor 15-
Chet Waite 16-Ed Hahn 17-Jesse Tannehill 18-Freddy Parent 19-Art Kruger 20-Chano Collins 21-Bruno Block 22-
Hugh Duffy 23-Fred Payne 24-Rollie Zeider 25-Bobby Messenger 26-Charlie Comiskey 27-Johnny Beal 28-Ed
Walsh 29-Ray Ryan

28

29

Lets not forget the guy
in uniform, just above
Warren Gill, standing
just outside of the far
end of the last car.
With some magnifica-
tion we can reasonably
discern the face of Ray
Ryan.

Ray Ryan

[1] http://digital.denverlibrary.org/cdm/search/searchterm/Chicago%20White%20Sox%20%28Baseball%20team%29--1910-1920./mode/exact
[2] http://www.net54baseball.com/showthread.php?t=184835

http://digital.denverlibrary.org/cdm/search/searchterm/Chicago%20White%20Sox%20(Baseball%20team)--1910-1920./mode/exact
http://www.net54baseball.com/showthread.php?t=184835
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Nice Threads
Back on July 22, PHC member Craig Brown made the following announcement:
What better time than Hall of Fame week to launch a website showing the 19th-
century uniform study I have been working on. The site is called "Threads Of Our
Game." This research project is ongoing and the website currently shows drawings
of uniforms from the years 1856-1875, with many more to come. Eventually the
study will extend to the year 1900. The address is:
http://www.threadsofourgame.com

“Threads” is intended to solicit knowledge and research from historians. I have a
section that lists contributing "diggers", those who have submitted info to Threads.
These diggers are listed by name and area of study only. The goal is to make this
site a community effort amongst historians.
Craig’s great work documenting 19thC and Deadball Era Rochester uniforms
appeared in an earlier issue. What was most impressive was the honest description
of what was known and what was not yet known with respect to each uniform
depicted. This provides a good indication of where more research is needed.
Craig’s current project extends well beyond Rochester in what is probably a never-
ending search for the uniform details of 19thC major league, minor league, and
significant pre-major league clubs. For example, the info accompanying the 1866
Milwaukee Cream City uniform (shown right) is as follows:

What is notable is that a detailed
description of the color was found. This
is often extremely difficult. Nearly as
difficult is nailing down the cap style.

Visual documentation on uniform:
None
Written documentation on uniform:
June 1866: “Bright crimson shirt with
silk breast plate richly embroidered
bearing their name, blue pants, white
cap trimmed in blue.” From the
Milwaukee Sentinel, June 29, 1866.
Research by Dennis Pajot.
Looking for information on:
Cap: style
Collar: style and color
Shirt and sleeves: style
Bib: style and color
Lettering: style and color
Belt: style and color
Pants: style
Shoes: style and color

Team photos were frequently taken with caps off and out of the picture. Given that no (black and white) photo of
this uniform has yet been found, it is rendered in a style typical for the period, taking advantage of the fact that the
colors description indicates a bib-style jersey. Also notable is that the color information was found by “digger”
Dennis Pajot. Contributions by SABR members are critical to this project.
This is a great web site authored by a researcher who is putting in a substantial effort to get the details right. If
you like to search for information long buried in library stacks and newspaper microfilm, you may also be able to
make a contribution. Since the site launched, over forty 19th century baseball enthusiasts have contacted Craig
about the site. Twenty one of these have submitted photos or newspaper accounts that have led to the creation of
new renderings. These uniforms, up to now, had only been known at the regional level. New findings help to
create a better understanding of uniform style as a whole.

© CRAIG BROWN

© CRAIG BROWN

http://www.threadsofourgame.com/


A Few More Mud Hens
In the previous issue we featured the photo below (split into two parts) which came courtesy of Peter Fishman. It
was concluded that this was a shot of the Toledo Mud Hens AA club, likely in 1912. Nine faces were identified.
This all was noticed by John Husman, currently the historian for the Mud Hens. John sent along the image at the
bottom of the page which is clearly labeled as the 1912 team. That photo enabled us to identify 5 more players
(names in red below). Of those 5 men, only one (Collamore) appears on the Toledo 1912 roster seen at baseball-
reference.com, while they all are present on the 1911 roster. However, all do appear on a 1912 roster supplied by
John. The presence of Hartsell indicates that John’s roster is correct, so we’ll stick with 1912.
1-Topsy Hartsell, 2-Ray Chapman, 3-Harry Niles, 4-Elmer Flick, 5-Allan Collamore, 6-Arthur Hauger, 7-Art Griggs, 8-Fred
Carisch

9-Grover Land, 10-Kid Butler, 11-Hi West, 12-Otto Burns, 13-Irv Higgenbotham,14-club secretary Wild
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counter the obvious ear mismatch. He now also claims to have sent “his work” to the
Comiskey family, HoF, The Smithsonian and, via email, to SABR. No one at the
SABR office seems to know who was so lucky as to be the recipient of the that email,
and we do not know what the owner expected to achieve. What we can do is give fair
warning in case the photo ever somehow, somewhere, comes up for sale with the
claimed IDs, and moreover, we want to be sure that it never appears in a SABR
publication so identified.
(Endnotes on following page.)

In the thread, along with the Comiskey claim, it was
asserted that face #3 (below, near right) belonged to
Hoss Radbourn. The real Hoss is seen in image #4.
This one is just too ludicrous to even merit facial
analysis. The child depicted in image #5 (bottom of
page) was said to be Bill Gleason, age 20. Other
claimed Dubuque IDs were similarly bizarre and were
used to provide contextual support for a preposterous
narrative that in turn supported the bogus Comiskey
ID. Also, there are more aspects of the photo that
don’t fit the story3.

claimed to be Comiskey Charlie Comiskey 1887

claimed to be Radbourn Hoss Radbourn 1882

1 2

3 4

The owner made various arguments to support his as-
sessment. We can’t make sense of any of them, and
can only say that they’re on a par with the proffered face

20

seated 2nd from right was Comiskey (see image #1
below). The AH requested an opinion. A photo was
found of the real Commy (image #2) that was taken from
a very similar angle. Though #1 is grainy and we can’t
see small details within the left ear (viewer’s right), the
overall shape of the ear is easy to see. It’s also easy to
see that it is starkly different from the distinctive ear
belonging to the real Comiskey. These two heads could
be distinguished even in frontal silhouette. That’s all we
need (though other features, such as the nose, also
appear to be substantially different)2. The AH was
informed that #1 was not Comiskey, and the photo
never came up for sale. End of story – or so we thought.

this child was claimed to
be Bill Gleason, age 20

Way Too Much Ado About Nothing
A photo of 9 young teenage boys wearing 6 or 7
different uniforms appeared in Sports Collectors Digest1
on 12-21-2007. It has a Dubuque studio mark, and was
claimed by its owner to depict the 1879 Dubuque
Northwestern League team. It was further asserted
that Charlie Comiskey and Hoss Radbourn were
present, and that the entire Dubuque roster could be
therein identified. The piece didn’t say who was who. (It
had also appeared in the 7-18-2006 Dubuque
Telegraph-Herald.)
In 2011 one of your current co-chairs received a scan of
this photo from a major auction house. According to the
AH, the owner was specifically claiming that the player

In 2013 it was decided not to write about this. We didn’t want to
seem to be making fun of anyone, and since both the IDs and
supporting arguments were so illogical, the photo did not merit
newsletter space. However, these assertions had appeared twice
in print, and recently the owner turned up again on net54 asking,
“why was the Ear-Thing comparison fabricated?” and stating, “I
stand by my insight without reservation.” Yet still, no rational
argument has been made to support any of the “insight,” nor to

5

Subsequently, on 2-14-2013, the owner started a discussion thread featuring this photo on the net54 collector’s
forum. You can see the thread at http://www.net54baseball.com/showthread.php?t=163481. To see the
posted images, you must register and log in (it’s easy). The full team image is seen on post #32.

IDs. To be fair, we would not discourage anyone from following
the above link and reading the thread. To just get a flavor of the
arguments made by the owner, you can scroll down to his posts
#37 and #50 (postings are numbered in the upper right hand
corner).
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So, going forward we will be including expenditure
reports. With a starting balance of $300.00, we have the
following expenditures related to the current newsletter:
NYPL photo 56551 - $50
NYPL photo 56621 - $50
HoF photo - $20
total - $120
remaining balance - $180

Committee Project on Hold–Let’s Try Again
Previously we proposed a project suggested by Tom
Shieber. Tom suggested that we form a team of PHC
volunteers to go through the Guides and list every player
in each minor league team photo. This would greatly
facilitate the finding of images of career minor leaguers.
This project has become much more feasible with the
online availability of so many (though not all) Reach and
Spalding Guides on Internet Archive, many more than
have been available from the Library of Congress site.
We would need a team of volunteers to go through
Guides (either online or from personal collections) and
enter the names and page numbers, in some specified
format, for the players depicted. In almost all cases, only
last names are given, and we really do need the first
names. Each last name would have to be checked
against the roster for that team, on say, baseball-
reference.com, in order to obtain the corresponding first
name. This is no small undertaking as a fair amount of
work would be needed for each Guide.
Minor league images first appeared in the 1895 Spalding
Guide, and the 1902 Reach Guide. We would start with
the earliest guides and move forward in time. The earlier
Guides had relatively few photos. The number had
expanded greatly by the mid-1900’s.
Anyway, when first proposed, we got only one volunteer
(thanks Glenn Biss). We’ll try it again, but we will ask in
a different way. This one is a bit tedious, so, starting with
the Spalding Guides, we suggest that each volunteer
sign up for only one year. This should be do-able over
several evenings, and there is no deadline.
The only other thing to note is that for 1902 and earlier,
there are very few minor league photos – so for those
guides we would request that a volunteer sign up for a
span of several years.

Committee Business
Convention
Many thanks go out to Steve Steinberg for running the
PHC meeting at SABR 44 in Houston, and to all who
attended. The attendees included T. Scott Brandon by
phone and in person:
Rich Adler●Bob Bailey●Robert Beck●Brian Beebe●
Bruce Brown●Sean Forman●Karen Green●Bill Hick-
man●Jim Kreuz●Sean Lahman●Richard Macaluso●
David Matchett●John Moist●John Murray●Bryan 
Soderholm-Difatte●R. Dixie Tourangeau●Dan 
Walsh● Mike Yawn
An agenda and post-meeting report were emailed to the
membership. If you didn’t receive it, please let us know.

Budget
As stated in the meeting report, SABR is providing
$200/year to support our activities. We have since also
received a contribution of $100. This money was sent
directly to Jeff Schatzky at the SABR office along with a
note instructing Jeff to earmark the money for PHC.
Thanks to Leslie Heaphy for setting this up. If anyone
wants to donate, please also notify the PHC chair.
At the convention there was some discussion as to how
the funds would be used. The opinion of the chair is that
our most important use is for the acquisition of hi-
resolution photo scans for use in the newsletter (That is
subject to change if the situation warrants it). Though
almost all of our photo reproduction comes under Fair
Use, sometimes we have to pay for access to a very
high resolution scan of an image for purposes of either
verification or debunking of the claimed content of a
photo. If we were to not be able to purchase rights to
such scans when needed, the newsletter would be
adversely affected. Our most frequently used sources
include HoF ($20 each) and occasionally Chicago
History Museum and NYPL (about $50 each).
We also want to be responsive to some complaints that
no physical plaque or trophy was given out in
conjunction with our George Michael SABR Pictorial
History Committee Award. We are in the process of
finding something appropriate that fits within our budget
constraints. We intend to find something for both the
previous and next awards (suggestions are welcome).
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[1] http://www.sportscollectorsdigest.com/news/auction-news/readers_share_historic_team_cabinet_cards
[2] For newer readers who may not have been exposed to this, it is worth saying a bit more. Assuming the ears are visible and
the faces being compared are at similar angles with respect to the camera, comparing ear shapes can be the best way to
conclusively establish that 2 faces belong to two different people. Unlike other features, ears do not change with expression,
and their shape is remarkably stable over long periods of time, typically from pre-teen to old age where some ear lobe droop
may become apparent. There is considerable support for this in forensic literature and practice. This doesn’t mean that we
should not compare other features or consider other factors, but the game is pretty much over if there is an easily discernable
ear mismatch that is not reasonably explainable (injury, cauliflower ear, etc.) Of course, as in anything, some common sense is
needed, and in more difficult cases, aptitude and experience help. The Comiskey example here is not a difficult case.
[3] Here’s one of several. Dave Grob aptly pointed out that while not one of the much too young looking players appearing in
the team photo in question has a mustache, no less than 7 players in a verified 1879 Dubuque team composite do.
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Image Index Updates
By T. Scott Brandon
Last, but definitely not least, as this is our core function. We have the following changes to report. Note the 
staggering contribution from Bill Hickman.

Formerly Missing Players Found Since the April Newsletter (15)
Oliver Brown – by Bill Hickman in the 25-Sep-1932 Brooklyn Eagle, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/lafl2ba

George Curry – by Bill Hickman in the 06-Oct-1963 Bridgeport (CT) Post, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/jw5kvon

John J. Dailey – by Bill Hickman in the 30-Oct-1886 Police Gazette, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/kj3pl7r. Note that 
Dailey was also a missing umpire

Harry DeMiller – by T. Scott Brandon, pictured as police chief of Joliet, IL. Special thanks to the Joliet Police Department for 
supplying the photo, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/m3cwa38

Bill Duzen – by Adam Penale in the 03-Aug-1924 Buffalo Courier, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pfbpt7a

James Graham – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1895 Hazleton (PA) Quay-kers team photo, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/kk293r9

Thomas Griffin – by Bill Hickman in the 18-Apr-1933 Rockford (IL) Register Republic, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/pcm2vbj

Marty Honan – by Bill Hickman in the 07-May-1893 Chicago Daily Inter-Ocean, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p32t3gc

Dennis O’Neill – by Bill Hickman in the 31-Dec-1910 Fort Wayne (IN) Sentinel, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/meh9zcu

Mike O’Rourke – by Bill Hickman in the 04-Mar-1934 Richmond Times-Dispatch, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/n6m38ws

John Riddle – by Bill Hickman in the 16-Jan-1904 Philadelphia Inquirer, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mtf7cra

John Shaffer – by Bill Hickman in the 13-Jun-1936 Lock Haven (PA) Express, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/q9dpfjf

Jimmy Woulfe – by Bill Hickman in the 21-Feb-1913 New Orleans Picayune, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/khbw3w7

Bill Wynne – by T. Scott Brandon in the book Historic Wake County, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/o8y4zel

Bill Yeatman – by Bill Hickman in the 22-Apr-1901 Philadelphia Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/l2g4537

The missing player list can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/pl-list

Formerly Missing Managers Found Since the April Newsletter (2)
Jim C. Kennedy – by Bill Hickman in the 21-Apr-1904 Brooklyn Eagle, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nnjmge5

Al H. Wright – by Bill Hickman in the 28-Apr-1905 NY Clipper, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pr6qctt

The missing manager list can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/man-list

Formerly Missing Umpires Found Since the April Newsletter (117)
Andy (L.E.) Anderson – by Bill Hickman in the 13-May-1979 Oklahoma City Daily Oklahoman, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/m96yrts

Bill Annan – by Bill Hickman in the Harvard University Art Museum collection, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pr9tlcv

Nick Avants – by Bill Hickman in the 24-Mar-1971 Bridgeport (CT) Telegram, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/ljc5krz

Ham Avery – by Bill Hickman in an 1874 Yale University team photo, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nonr3pt

Ed Bean – by Bill Hickman in a photo dated 16-Jul-1994, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/l3o9onz

William Becannon – by Bill Hickman in the 31-May-1890 Sporting Life, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p4d37rb
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Frederick Berger – by Adam Penale on the Ancestry.com website, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/n84o3vt

W.J. Bigelow – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1876 Yale University rugby football team photo, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/p8x7hr6

Fred Blandford – by Bill Hickman in the 10-May-1969 Des Moines Register, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/kcaos3p

Matt Bohn – by Bill Hickman in the 1988 California League All-Stars baseball card set, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/mf5ekqk

Bud Brown – by Bill Hickman in the 15-Apr-1979 Seattle Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/oakrt2a

Jeff Brown – by Bill Hickman in the 26-Aug-1978 Dallas Morning News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/onx8x5u

Dan Campbell – by Bill Hickman in the 05-May-1895 Boston Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p3pz3b5

Moses Chandler – by Bill Hickman on John Thorn’s Our Game blog, as shown in the 20-Feb-1905 Boston Journal, viewable 
here: http://tinyurl.com/nnmv7fy

Randy Christal – by Bill Hickman in the 06-Jun-1978 Benton Harbor (MI) News-Palladium, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/msavtx2

Bob Clarke – by Bill Hickman in the 13-Apr-1930 New York Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mpm9twf

Craig Compton – by Bill Hickman in the 17-Jun-1984 Trenton Evening Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mpj5l9l

Ed Conahan – by Bill Hickman in the 17-Dec-1905 Boston Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nvqlkq7

John Conway – by Bill Hickman in the 04-Mar-1906 Boston Journal, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mn5dfxc

Charles Daniels – by Bill Hickman in the New York Public Library digital collection, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/q858yuc

Dale Davidson – by Adam Penale in a photo from the Greater Cleveland Slo-Pitch Hall of Fame, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/n2s3fkv

Bill Davis – by Bill Hickman in an undated photo picturing Davis as an NCAA umpire, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/jw3rpe2

Mort Dawson – by Bill Hickman in the book Men of Progress. Indiana., edited by Cumback & Maynard, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/m3rlwhx

Shan Deniston – by Bill Hickman in the 26-Aug-1978 San Diego Union, among other places. Images of Deniston can be seen 
here: http://tinyurl.com/l4ns3nk and here: http://tinyurl.com/oogevev

Harold Easley – by Bill Hickman in the 15-Jul-1968 Kansas City Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/phfkr6c

Fred Erby – by Bill Hickman in the 14-Apr-1896 Chicago Inter-Ocean, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/otn55pb

Jeff Evans – by Bill Hickman in the 20-May-1987 Springfield(MA) Union, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mgl7to3

Harry Farnsworth – by Adam Penale in a photo from the Greater Cleveland Slo-Pitch Hall of Fame, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/mwbcpos

Frank Fisher – by Bill Hickman in the 09-May-1979 San Diego Union, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/qdd3lrj

Mike Fitzpatrick – by Bill Hickman in the 01-May-1979 Seattle Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p4fbr35

John Floras – by Bill Hickman in the 20-May-1970 Nashua (NH) Telegraph, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/jwzqw6l

Todd Freese – by Bill Hickman in a photo from Freese’s Twitter profile, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/q5myt6y

Ed George – by Adam Penale in a photo from the Greater Cleveland Slo-Pitch Hall of Fame, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/mahz3aa
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Bob Giard – by Adam Penale in a ca. 1974 photo. This image and another from Giard’s  can be seen here: 
http://tinyurl.com/mahz3aa

Cheever Goodwin – by T. Scott Brandon in the 23-May-1896 New York Dramatic Mirror, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/nvj3tqn

George Grygiel – by T. Scott Brandon in the 10-Jul-1972 Omaha World Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pq4gnp3

Merrill Hadry – by Bill Hickman in Hadry’s obituary, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/k2656c7

Bob Hantak – by Bill Hickman in the 13-Feb-1956 Cleveland Plain Dealer, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nyp2mqn

Vance Harris – by Bill Hickman in the 01-May-1995 Sarasota (FL) Herald-Tribune, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/pmt8vy6

Randy Harvey – by Adam Penale in a photo from the 2010 SEC baseball tournament, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/lglryaq

Jack Haskell – by Bill Hickman in the 10-Mar-1935 Jefferson City (MO) Sunday News & Tribune, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/otdd3dr

James Hassett – by Bill Hickman in the 18-Jan-1903 Chicago Tribune, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/m7xxnrb

Marvin Hecht – by Bill Hickman in the 29-Jun-1980 Chicago Tribune, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/luv6t32

Jeff Henrichs – by Adam Penale, pictured as an NCAA umpire. Images of Henrichs can be seen here: 
http://tinyurl.com/k8sl8w5

Mike Holoka – by Bill Hickman in the 19-Jul-1982 Richmond Times-Dispatch, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mdyaedh

Rich Humphrey – by Bill Hickman in the 13-Aug-1986 Cleveland Plain Dealer, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/md4ks6t

John Hunt – by Bill Hickman in the 18-Aug-1897 Boston Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/oqe8apf

Ron Hutson – by Bill Hickman in the 17-Apr-1968 Weirton (WV) Daily Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mqjruuw

Dick Jackson – by Bill Hickman in the 10-Jul-1977 Portland Oregonian, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/k3l57oa

Johnny James – by Bill Hickman in the 26-Aug-1978 Dallas Morning News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pumboax

Victor Jose – by Bill Hickman in the 20-Sep-1928 Indianapolis News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p7s944d

Al Kaplan – by Bill Hickman as a karaoke-singing referee in a 2008 episode of American Gladiator, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/ngyk2za

Joe Kavulich – by Adam Penale on the Basketball Coaches of Michigan website, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/lfc3r84

J.P. Kelley – by Bill Hickman in the 19-Dec-1920 Boston Post, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/kx52xvx

John Kerin – by Bill Hickman in the 18-Jun-1904 Boston Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pcx7347

Shawn Kimball – by Bill Hickman in the 04-Aug-1981 Greensboro (NC) Daily News, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/prwp6qd

Charles King – by Bill Hickman in the 29-Feb-1904 Chicago Tribune, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/k9aa6pa

Bud Lally – by Adam Penale in the 19-Sep-1896 Police Gazette, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pp3x8wt

Joseph Langden – by Adam Penale on the Ancestry.com website, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/l4v8lv6

Bill Lawson – by Bill Hickman in the 04-Aug-1979 Portland Oregonian, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/prtbrmd

Terry Luhr – by Bill Hickman in the 21-Jul-1976 Portland Oregonian, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/m2baymm

Charlie Lupow – by Bill Hickman in the 16-Apr-1979 Gettysburg Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/k4j7btx

Fred Mabbott – by Bill Hickman in the 25-Jan-1960 Seattle Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/lr8qbm7
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Terry Mann – by Bill Hickman in Mann’s obituary, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nadyfuu

Blake Mapledoram – by Bill Hickman in the book Old Monticello by Edward Curley, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/l35otcs

Jimmy Marino – by Bill Hickman in the 18-Apr-1968 Seattle Times, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p56kd3z

Boyd Mauer – by Bill Hickman in the 03-Jun-1980 Omaha World Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/lcah43n

Jack McCarthy (SABR ID 2b1d7b21) – by Bill Hickman in the 30-Jul-1911 Portland Oregonian, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/mvtlhq8 (note that this is not major league player Jack McCarthy)

Fred McCrum – by Adam Penale on the Ancestry.com website, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pk4ljwy

William Medart – by Bill Hickman in the book Notable St. Louisans in 1900 by James Cox, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/pnl35ve

Clarence Merritt – by T. Scott Brandon in the 06-Apr-1979 Boston Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nrlflzt

A.G. Mills – by Bill Hickman, who noticed that the missing umpire was the same person who headed the Mills Commission. 
Mills can be seen here: http://tinyurl.com/pmo8dp5

Thomas Muir – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1874 Louisville Eagles team photo, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p6c7rwd

Pete Negri – by Bill Hickman in the 22-Apr-1961 Abilene (TX) Reporter-News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/q555z4r

Dick Nelson – by Bill Hickman in the 08-May-1979 Dallas Morning News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/ot2z7zo

Ed Norris – by Adam Penale on the FindaGrave website, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nkmy3yk

Lee Norton – by Adam Penale in the 05-Dec-1929 Elmira Star Gazette, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/on5bsvx

Arthur O’Connor – by Bill Hickman in a 1913 All-Auburn team photo, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/lr7yeg4

Mike O’Dell – by Bill Hickman in the 03-Oct-1984 Marietta (GA) Journal, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/kg3qgds

Arthur Odlin – by Bill Hickman in an official portrait as a judge in Puerto Rico, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pu6zqwh

William Osborne – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1874 Louisville Eagles team photo, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/o4u5nme

Bill Paasch – by Bill Hickman in the 06-Jun-1908 Brooklyn Daily Eagle, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/notsjuy

Jerry Phipps – by T. Scott Brandon as a 2006 inductee into the Baltimore City Community College Athletics Hall of Fame, 
viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/m443sn6

Joe Pomponi – by Bill Hickman in the 05-May-1975 Elk Grove (IL) Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/o74da2u

Charles Power – by Bill Hickman in the 10-Feb-1901 Chicago Tribune, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/lmkm8ys

Les Pratt – by T. Scott Brandon in the 17-May-1979 Boston Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pznzskm

Al Purduski – by Bill Hickman in a College World Series photo dated 31-May-1967, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/kepx7g8

Billy Quinn – by Bill Hickman in the 01-May-1886 Police Gazette, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/kj4s5b3

Tom Ravashiere – by Bill Hickman in the 02-Dec-1984 Cleveland Plain Dealer, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/p9vb7hm

Dennis Riccio – by Bill Hickman in the 17-May-1979 Miami Nuevo Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/qhovjar

John Robb – by Adam Penale on the Ancestry.com website, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/ow7ykoe

Bill N. Robinson – by T. Scott Brandon in the 06-Apr-1979 Boston Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/ozwwagm

Mort Rogers – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1866 photo as a player for the Lowell (MA) club, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/pom4hr3
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Bill Rosenberry – by Bill Hickman in a photo dated 26-Apr-1995, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mfq2wz7

Ray Roth – by Bill Hickman in the 29-May-1971 San Rafael (CA) Daily Independent Journal, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/kv9sla3

Jack Samuels – by Bill Hickman in a photo dated 30-May-2004, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/ljlhnsp

Dent Sawyer – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1869 Rockford Forest Citys team photo, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/pc5955t

Al Scheel – by Bill Hickman in the 30-Aug-1979 Chicago Suburbanite Economist, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nrmfooj

Gus Scheu – by Bill Hickman in The Political Blue Book: An Official Manual of Buffalo and Erie County New York, viewable 
here: http://tinyurl.com/pvydumw

Jim C. Scott – by Bill Hickman in the 02-Apr-1979 San Bernadino (CA) County Sun, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/n9n9cpl

Shang Sherman – by Adam Penale in the 03-Jul-1921 Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/pdjfht4

Harold Siroka – by Bill Hickman in a 2003 Long Island Umpires Association photo, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/kv4k573

Bill Sprincz – by Bill Hickman in the 19-Jun-1958 Arlington Heights (IL) Herald, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/nsm4h3p

Paul Steinberg – by Bill Hickman in the 30-Dec-1904 Syracuse Post-Standard, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/ncuhaak

Joe Bob Taylor – by Bill Hickman in the 13-May-1979 Irving (TX) Daily News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/k3kwp6g

Mike G. Thompson – by Bill Hickman in the 26-Aug-1978 Dallas Morning News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/q762w3e

Emmett Urell – by Bill Hickman in an undated photo accompanying data related to Urell’s service in the Civil War, viewable 
here: http://tinyurl.com/mzwo25j

Jim Uremovich – by Bill Hickman as a pitcher for Louisiana State University in the late 1970s, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/obdfbhv

Eugene Van Court – by Bill Hickman in the 15-Mar-1935 Oakland Tribune, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mhe9w3p

E.C. Voltz – by Bill Hickman in the book Centennial History of Coshocton County, Ohio (Vol.2), edited by William J. Bahmer, 
viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/m3rt97p

Gideon White – by Bill Hickman in a photo on the FindaGrave website posted by Adam Penale, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/lnrpomc

Mark Widlowski – by Bill Hickman in a photo from Widlowski’s Gold Key Advisors profile, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/l69aqtl

John Wildey – by Adam Penale on John Thorn’s Our Game blog, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/mmvqo2r

John A. Wilson – by Bill Hickman in the 11-Jun-1916 Chicago Tribune, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/ncwoxyu

Frank Wolke – by Bill Hickman in the book History of Allen County, Indiana, edited by Helm & Newton, viewable here: 
http://tinyurl.com/qf3kwxq

Perry Wright – by Bill Hickman in the 24-Jun-1907 Indianapolis News, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/l8j6mxe

Ben Young – by Bill Hickman in the 06-Sep-1890 Sporting Life, viewable here: http://tinyurl.com/qhn3xps

The missing umpire list can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/um-list
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Image Summary
As of October 1, 2014 we have record of confirmed images for:
17,900 of 18,408 major league players (97.2%)
677 of 690 major league managers (98.1%)
1,503 of 1,503 major league coaches (100%)
1,123 of 1,539 major league umpires (73.0%)

Throughout the 2014 season, photos for new player, manager coach and umpire debuts were posted in a
dedicated thread on the OOTP website. You can view the images for all 2014 Major League debuts here:
http://tinyurl.com/14debut

Interesting Case Study – Finding Charlie Fisher
A few of the players for whom we have photos cataloged are unidentifiable in the version of
the photo provided to SABR. Sometimes the photo is an over-contrasted newspaper
reproduction or perhaps a low-quality photocopy or crude line drawing. Charlie Fisher was
something else entirely. He was shown standing outside his house in Eagle, Alaska shortly
before his death. The photo, provided when Fisher was “found” many years ago, was so
small and pixelated that it was hard to identify anything other than a basic human shape
wearing a hat and heavy overcoat.
In August I received an email from Baseball-Reference.com asking if I had a clearer version
of the photo for Fisher’s great-great grandson, Dean Tanner. When I contacted Dean, he
explained that the family did not have any photos of Fisher, but had a few anecdotal stories
about his mysterious ancestor. Long after Fisher’s baseball career ended he left his wife
and young son and moved to the Klondike to search for gold. Fisher’s son was Dean’s
grandfather and he was adopted by his mother’s new husband, accounting for the
Tanner family name. According to Fisher’s living descendants he was not very
successful in his pursuit of gold, leaving an estate of $1.65 to his son.
I was able to point Dean toward the Eagle Historical Society, which had originally
provided the photo of Fisher shown above. Within a few days the historical society
had re-scanned the photo at a much higher resolution than they were able to
before and sent it to Fisher’s family, who in turn shared it with SABR. We now
have a recognizable image of Fisher thanks to some excellent teamwork:
Baseball-Reference.com to SABR to the Eagle Historical Society to Fisher’s family
and back to SABR.

Charlie Fisher

Thanks to Glen Biss, Craig Brown, Jack Carlson, Eagle Historical Society, Peter Fishman, Dave Grob, Leslie Heaphy,
Richard Hershberger, Bill Hickman, John Husman, Rob Lifson, Jay Miller, Peter Nash, Dennis Pajot, Adam Penale, Jeff
Schatzky, Tom Shieber, Sporting Oregon, Steve Steinberg, Don Stokes, Dean Tanner and John Thorn for their assistance
with and/or contributions to this issue. If you have a comment on this issue, or a photo or a relevant article that you would
like to submit for a future issue of RTP, please send it to Mark%Fimoff, bmarlowe@comcast.net.

Contacting the Pictorial History Committee Chair
If you want to contact us for any reason related to PHC business, we are (in alphabetical order):
T. Scott Brandon, t_scott_brandon@msn.com
Mar.kIFi.moff, bmarlowe@comcast.net
Cary Smith, zinnbeck@aol.com

The Library of Congress has recently posted some great footage from the 1924 World Series. You can see it at:
http://blogs.loc.gov/now-see-hear/2014/10/film-of-the-washington-senators-winning-the-1924-world-series-found/
You can read an excellent article about it at Tom Shieber’s Baseball Researcher Blog:
http://baseballresearcher.blogspot.com/

Charlie Fisher
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